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Let X be a complex Banach space, A the open unit disc in C and letf: A - Xbe an analytic function satisfying ]if(011 (( A). If X is strictly c-convex
[1] then by a result of Thorp and Whitley [7] f is a constant (see also [5]).
IfX is not strictly c-convex then there are always nonconstant analytic functions
from A to X having constant norm on A. Such functions were studied in [2],
[3] and certain necessary and sufficient conditions were obtained for an analytic
function to have constant norm.

Suppose that a nonconstant analytic function f: A X has constant norm
on an open subset of A. An easy application of the Hahn-Banach theorem
shows that such anf does not have any zeros on A. This shows that there are
many analytic functions from A to X whose norm is not constant on any open
subset of A and in any norm on X, equivalent to the original one. In the present
paper we give a surprisingly simple complete description of such functions.
Throughout, A is the open unit disc in C. If X is a complex Banach space we

denote by S(X), X’, L(X) the unit sphere of X, the dual space of X and the
Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators from X to X, respectively.
The image of x e X under u e X’ is denoted by (x[ u). If T is a subset of X we
denote by T the closed linear subspace spanned by the elements of T.

THEOREM. Let X be a complex Banach space and let

f(O ao + a + Zaz +
be a nonconstant analytic function from A to X. Then

ao - {a,, a2, aa, .}

ifand only if there exist an equivalent norm [[I ][I on X and an open subset U c A
such that Ili/(O[ll u constant on U.

LEMMA 1. Let X be a complex Banach space and let f: A X be an analytic
function. Suppose that II/()ll c > 0 on some open subset of A. Then f(A) c

f((o) + Ker u where o A, u e X’ andf((o) q Ker u.

Proof Assume that [[f(()[[ c > 0((e U) where U= A is an open set
and let (o U. By the Hahn-Banach theorem there exists u S(X’) satisfying
(f((o)[U) c. Since [(f(0[u)[ < [[f(()[[ HuH c ((e U) it follows that
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